
Friday, April 5, 2019


Dear Park Community,


The PTA met this Wednesday, April 3, and I wanted to share the highlights of our discussion. 


Elena Garfield gave us a tour of the sensory room. This space was state-of-the-art when it was 
built in 2006, and much of the equipment miraculously still works, but many things, even within 
this year, have been breaking and can no longer serve our students. We have the opportunity 
with PTA donations made in memory of our dear friend Kiran Theis to purchase some new 
equipment. Kiran loved the bubble tube, and we plan to install a new one in his honor. But we 
are also looking for parents who might have ideas or connections that could help us. 
Specifically we are wondering about any 


• Licensed electrician who might volunteer time to look at a broken projector

• Anyone with connections to a museum with staff expertise in lights/ bubble tubes

• Anyone with connections to museums or universities that might have equipment to donate


We will be actively fundraising to improve this space. It is therapeutically vital to all of our 
students and has the potential, with new technical innovations, to grow and improve. We 
welcome all suggestions and ideas. You can contact me or speak to the school. All help is 
welcome!


We also flagged Teacher Appreciation Week, coming up May 6-10. There are many creative, 
inexpensive (or free) ways to sincerely express our thanks, and we will be passing on ideas. But 
if any parents would like to volunteer some time to help the PTA make this week a success, 
please do contact me (anna.guillemin@gmail.com). We have some things in the planning 
stages and could use your help.


Finally, Assistant Superintendent of Special Services, Joyce Bartz, will be retiring in June. She 
is in charge of special education in District 65, and has always been a true advocate for Park 
School. We are following the search for her replacement closely and are lobbying to find 
someone equally committed to preserving the full continuum of services in the least restrictive 
environment for students with disabilities in the district. We will keep everyone apprised of 
developments. 


With all best wishes,


Anna (Max’s mom)


Anna Guillemin

Park School PTA President

617 383 1313

anna.guillemin@gmail.com
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